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1. Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to introduce the concept of total discon-
nectedness for bitopological spaces, and to construct, in a natural way,
product bitopological spaces. An attempt is made to generalize Tychonoff's
product theorem.
The systematic study of bitopological spaces (a set on which is defined
two topologies) was begun by KELLY [6], who introduced various sepa-
ration properties into bitopological spaces, and obtained generalizations
of some important classical results. LANE [7], and various other authors
have contributed to the development of the theory.
In [8], PERVIN introduced the concept of connectedness for bitopological
spaces and also defined the continuity of maps between such spaces. His
was the first study of bitopological spaces as "objects in a category".
The concept of compactness for bitopological spaces was introduced
independently by KIM [3] and FLETCHER, HOYLE and PATTY [2]. In both
papers the term pairwise compactness is used. However, the definitions
are not the same.
In § 2 the idea of total disconnectedness is introduced for bitopological
spaces and some generalizations of classical results are obtained. The most
interesting is perhaps a generalization of the classical result which states
that "a compact Hausdorff space is totally disconnected if and only if
it has a base whose sets are also closed."
The construction of the product bitopological space is described in § 3
and some generalizations of classical results are obtained. For a com-
pletely satisfactory definition of compactness in the bitopological sense,
it would be most desirable that Tychonoff's product theorem (in gener-
alized form) should hold. We give an example to show that the hoped
for generalization of Tychonoff's theorem, using either the Kim or the
Fletcher, Hoyle and Patty definition of pairwise compactness, cannot
be carried out.
In § 4 we look briefly at an alternative definition of compactness for
bitopological spaces and for which Tychonoff's theorem is true.
The definition to be given is equivalent to defining a bitopological space
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(X, f!JJ, oP) to be compact if and only if X is compact, in the ordinary
sense, with respect to the least upper bound topology generated by f!JJ
and oP. This definition, however, has the disadvantage that when (X, f!JJ, oP)
is compact and pairwise Hausdorff, then f!JJ=oP. This disadvantage could
be overcome if we replace pairwise Hausdorff by the condition that the
least upper bound topology of f!JJ and oP be Hausdorff in the ordinary
sense (a weaker requirement than that of pairwise Hausdorffness). It is
then possible to find an example of a compact bitopological space (X, f!JJ, oP)
which is Hausdorff in the least upper bound topology of f!JJ and oP, but
where f!JJ =1= oP. The problem remains open of defining compactness for
(X, f!JJ, oP) in such a way that Tychonoff's theorem holds, but compactness
and pairwise Hausdorffness do not imply that f!JJ = oP.
If [: (X, f!JJ, oP) -+ (X*, f!JJ*, oP*) is a map between bitopological spaces
we will call j a continuous map (resp. a homeomorphism) if
[: (X, f!JJ) -+ (X*, f!JJ*) and [: (X, oP) -+ (X*, oP*)
are continuous maps (resp. homeomorphisms).
A space (X, f!JJ, oP) is said to be pairwise weakly Hausdorff, if, for each
two distinct points in X at least one has a f!JJ-neighbourhood U such
that the other has a oP-neighbourhood V satisfying Un V = 0. If of
course the roles of the points are interchangeable, (X, f!JJ, oP) is pairwise
Hausdorff as defined by KELLY [6].
FLETCHER, HOYLE and PATTY [2] called a cover °Il of (X, f?J, oP) pairwise
open if q{ C f!JJ u oP and if furthermore q{ contained a non-empty member
of f!JJ and a non-empty member of oP. If every pairwise open cover of the
space had a finite subcover the space was said to be pairwise compact.
We will write FHP-pairwise compact. Next we recall the Kim definition
of pairwise compactness: If (X, f!JJ, oP) is a bitopological space, and A
and B are non-empty members of oP and f!JJ respectively, then
f!JJ(A) = {0, X} u {U u AIU E f!JJ}
and
oP(B) = {0, X} u {V u BI V E oP}
are topologies on X. KIM [3], called (X, f!JJ, oP) pairwise compact if &P(A)
and oP(B) were compact for any non-empty members A and B of oP and
f!JJ respectively. We will write K-pairwise compact.
It is readily seen that (X, f!JJ, oP) is K-pairwise compact if and only
if each f!JJ-closed set 0 =1= X is oP-compact, and each oP-closed set E =1= X
is f!JJ-compact. Since a FHP-pairwise compact bitopological space (X, 9, oP)
has the property that every f!JJ-closed set 0 =1= X is oP-compact and every
oP-closed set E =1= X is f!JJ-compact (see [2] lemma 3), it follows that if
(X, f!JJ, oP) is FHP-pairwise compact it is K-pairwise compact.
For definitions and notation concerning bitopological and topological
spaces which are not explained in this paper, the reader is referred to
KELLY [6], PERVIN [8] and KELLEY [5].
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I am grateful to Dr. R J . Wille for his inte rest in an d guidance during
the preparation of t his paper .
2. ,['otal tlisconmectedness
In [H] , the noti on of connectedness was int roduced for bitopologieal
spaces by PERVIN. The following is an equiva len t formulat ion of his
definiti on (see t heo re m A in [8]).
2.1. DEFIl','ITIOX. A bitopo logica l space (X, f!i', .2) is said t o be con-
nected if and only if X cannot be expresse d as t he uni on of 2 non-empty
disjoint sets A and B such that A is f!i'-open and B is .2-open.
Whe n X can be so expressed, we write X = A IB and call t his a discon-
nection of X. (Pervin called t his a "separat ion" of X .)
Pe rvin studied t hose bitopological spaces for which no disconnection
is possible. In the following we st udy bitopological spaces fOI' which a
great many disconnecti ons are possible, and introduce the notions of total
disconnectedness and weak total disconnectedness.
2.2. EXAMPLE. Let X be t he real line, and let !e and :!It be the
topolog ies on X having as bases t he collecti on of all sets of the form
{t E X lt<a, a E X } and {t E X lt > a, a E X }
respectively.
Consider the set of all rational numbers Q as a subspace of (X , !e, :!It ).
Let x and z be any t wo distinct points in Q and suppose x < z. Then
t here ex ists an irrational number y such t hat x< y < z. Th us
Q = [Q n ( - 00 , y)] I[Q n (y , 00)]
is a disconnecti on of Q which separates x and z.
Clearly any subset of Q with more than one point is disconnected as
a subspace of (Q , !eQ , .<?4Q) . It follows t hat the components of (Q, !eQ, :!ItQ)
are its points.
R EMARK. Per vin pro ved that any component C of a bitopologieal
space (X , /~, .2) sat isfies t he eq uat ion
C= cl.9' C n cl ,q C
It is interesting t o note that t he components, that is, the points of
(Q, 2!Q, :!ItQ ) are neither !eQ-ope n, nor :jj'lQ-open , nor t he intersection of
a ll 2!Q-open and an !JfQ-open set.
2.3. DEFIKITION. (a) A totally disconnected bitopological space
(X , e. .2) is a bitopologica l space in which for every two dist inct poin ts
x and y t here exists a disconnection
X =A IB with xEA, yE B .
(b) A bitopological space (X , f!i', .2) is sai d to be weakly totally discon-
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neeted if for each two distinct points, there exists a disconnection X =AIB
such that the one point belongs to A and the other to B - the roles of
the points need not be interchangeable.
It follows immediately that a totally disconnected bitopologieal space
is pairwise Hausdorff, and a weakly totally disconnected bitopological
space is pairwise weakly Hausdorff. Also if the space has more than one
point, weak total disconnectedness (and hence total disconnectedness)
implies that the space is disconnected. A one point space is both connected
and totally disconnected.
A simple example of a weakly totally disconnected, but not totally
disconnected bitopological space is provided by the space (Q, 2 Q, f!lQ).
It was seen in example 2.2 above that the components of the weakly
totally disconnected space (Q, 2 Q, '~Q) are its points. This fact is gener-
alized in the next result.
2.4. THEOREM. The components of a weakly totally disconnected
bitopological space are its points.
Proof: Let (X, 9, 2) be weakly totally disconnected, and let Y be
any subset of X which contains more than one point. Let x, y E Y with
xcly, and let X =AIB be a disconnection of X with x E A, y E B. (It is
understood that the points may have to be renamed.) Then
Y = (Y () A) I(Y () B)
is a disconnection of Y.
Thus the components of X are its points.
2.5. THEOREM. Let (X, ,9, 2) be pairwise weakly Hausdorff. If 9
has a base whose sets are 2-closed or 2 has a base whose sets are ,9-closed,
then (X, .9, 2) is weakly totally disconnected.
Proof: Given two distinct points in X.
Since (X, ,9,2) is pairwise weakly Hausdorff, the one point (call it x
and the other y) has a ,9-neighbourhood a which does not contain y,
and y has a 2-neighbourhood H which does not contain z. Suppose 9
has a base whose sets are 2-closed. Then there exists a ,9-basic opcn set
B such that B is 2-closed and
XEB ca.
Then
X=B U (X-B)
and B is 9-open, X - B is 2-open, x E B, and y E X-B. If 2 has a base
whose sets are 9-closed, we obtain a disconnection
X=(X-A)[A
with x E X -A, YEA.
Thus (X, ,9, 2) is weakly totally disconnected.
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R EMARK. I n t he above resul t we actually used the property of bein g
pairwise weakly Hausdorff in a still weaker form. One could define a
further separation property on a bitopological space (X , & , ..2) by re-
qu iring that for any t wo dist inct point s in X at least one po int has a
:?'-neighboUl'hood which does no t conta in t he other, while the second
point has a ..2-neigh bourhood whi ch does not contain the first. ""Ve could
call this separation proper ty t hat of being "pairwise weakly T I " .
2.6. THEOREM. Let (X , /f/J , ..2 ) be pairwise Hausdorff. If .tyJ has It ba se
whose sets are ..2-closed or !l has a base whose sets are !Y-closed , then
(X , &, ..2 ) is totally disconnected. The proof follows in a manner an alogous
to that of 2.5.
The converse of t his result is true in an even stronger form if (X , & , ..2)
is in addition K -pairwise compact. By an ea rlier remark , this result will
then also hold if (X , .CfIJ, ..2 ) is FHP-pairwise compac t.
2.7. THEOREM. Let (X , ,CfIJ . ..2 ) be pairwise compact (in either sense )
and totally disconnect ed (hence pairwise H ausdorff) , Then :Y has a base
whose sets are !l-closed, and !l has a base whoso sets are .tyJ-closecl.
Proof : We sho w t hat ,tyJ has a base whose set s are ..2-closed : Let
x E X and let G E !?' be any set containing ;);, We find a !?' -open , !l-closed
set B suc h t hat
X E B C G.
Now X - G*X is ,CfIJ-c1osed, and hen ce by pairwise compactness (in either
sense), X - G is !l-compact . Since (X , ,CfIJ,!l) is totally disconnected we
can find for each Y E X - G a ..2-opcn, :3i'-c1osed set E y containing Y but
not containing x . Choosing one such Ey for each Y E X - G we obtain a
..2-open cover {Ey[y E X - G} of X - G. Thus t here exists a finite subset
{EI , E2 , ... , En} of {EyIY E X - G} such t hat
X - G C u {Ei[i = 1,2, ... , n} = E.
Since eac h E i is !l-open and .CfIJ-closed , so a lso is E . Let B = X - E so that
B is & -open , !l-closed and x E B C G.
3. Product bitopoloqical spaces
Let {(Xi , .CflJi , !li )} be any family of bi top ological spaces. We construct
in a natural way t wo top ologies on the Cartesian product IlX».
Let ,tyJ be the Cartesian product topology on IlX, determined by t he
& 1's, that is, having as a subbase the family of all sets of the form Pi-I(G),
where i is any index and G E &i .
Let ..2 be the Cartesian product topology on IlX , determined by t he ..21's.
The resul ting bitopological space (lIX i , &, ..2) will be called t he product
bitopological space generated by t he fa mily {(Xi , .tyJi, !li )}.
The following results are prese nte d withou t proof, as t hey are immedia te
consequen ces of t he definiti on.
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3.1. THEOREM. Let {(Xt, &t, .2t)} be an arbitrary family of non-
empty bitopological spaces. Then for eac h fixed i, t he projecti on map
Pk: (JIXi , & , 2 ) --+ (X k, &k' .2k) is a continuous surjection.
R Ei\IARK. A partial order on the set of a ll bitopological spaces was
defined by KIl\I [4] as follows:
(X , Tl , T2 ) <: (X, &1, & 2) if and only if ri C &1, and T2 C &2.
If (X, T 1, T2 ) <: (X , .9 1, .9'2) we shall say tha t the pair of topologies (TI, T2 )
on X is smaller (coarser) than t he pair (.9'1, .9'2) on X .
I t follows imm ediately that t he prod uct to pology pair (.9', 2 ) on JIX i ,
as constructed above, is the smallest pai l' of topologies on JIX i for which
the projection maps are cont inuous .
3.2. THEOREM. Let {(Xi, .9'i, 2 i )} be any family of non-empty bito-
pological spaces and let
I:(Y, T l , T2 ) --+ (JIXt , /?J, 2)
be any map from an arbit rary bitopological space Y to the product
bitopological space (IlX i , .9', 2 ). Then I is continuous if and only if Pk 0 f
is continuous for each index i .
3.3. THEOREM. Let (Y , T1 , T2 ) be any given bi topological space and
let {(Xi , .9't, .2i)} be any fa mily of bitopological spaces.
Suppose for each i there is a map
Ii: (Y , 'Tl , T2) --+ (Xi , .9 i , .2t).
Then if we define
by
I: Y 1--+ {fi(Y)}
then f is cont inuous if and only if each It is cont inuous.
For our next results it is useful to have t he following notation (see
DUGUNDJI [1]).
Let (JIXi,.9' , 2 ) be an arbit rary product bitopological space, and let
XO= {XiO} be a fi xed point of Tl X«. Then for each k, the set
S(XO ; k ) = X k x JI{xjOli i= k}
is called the slice in JIX i through XO parallel to X k.
3.4. THEORJ<;l\I, The map Ok : X k --+ S(XO; k) defined by
0k: Xk 1--+ Xk x JI{xjOli i= k}
is a homeomorphism of X k with t he subspace S(XO; k) of JIX i .
The following three theorems arc generalizat ions of kn own classical
results.
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3.5. THEOREM. Let {(Xi, ,'YJi , 2 in be a family of non-empty bito-
pological spaces.
Then (IIXi, f!P, 2) is pairwise Hausdorff if and only if (Xi, f!Pi, 2 i ) is
pairwise Hausdorff for each i.
Proof: Suppose (IIXi, f!P, 2) is pairwise Hausdorff. By 3.4 it follows
that each (Xi, f!Pi, 2 i ) is homeomorphic to some slice in (IIXi, f!P, 2).
Furthermore it is clear that the property of being "pairwise Hausdorff"
is invariant under a homeomorphism and also that a subspace of a pairwise
Hausdorff bitopological space is again pairwise Hausdorff.
'rhus each (Xi, f!Pi, 2 i ) is pairwise Hausdorff. Conversely, suppose each
(Xi, f!Pi, 2 i ) is pairwise Hausdorff.
Let {xd and {Yi} be two distinct points in IIXi . Then there exists k
such that Xk =1= Yk. Since (Xk , f!Pk , 2 k ) is pairwise Hausdorff, there exists
a .9k-neighbourhood G of Xk which is disjoint from some 2 k-neighbourhood
II of Yk. Then Pk-1(G) is a ,OJ-neighbourhood of {xi} which is disjoint from
the 2-neighbourhood Pk-1(II ) of {yd.
Hence (IIXi, f!P, 2) is pairwise Hausdorff.
REMARK. vVe may replace "pairwise Hausdorff" by "pairwise weakly
Hausdorff" in the above.
3.6. THEOREM. Let {(Xi, ,9i , 2 inbe any family of non-empty bito-
pological spaces.
Then (IIXi, ,9, 9) is connected if and only if each (Xi, ,9i , 2 i ) is con-
nected.
Proof: Suppose (IIXi, ,9,2) is connected.
Then
»»: (IIXi, ,tJJ, 2) --+ (Xk , ,9k , 2 k ) is a continuous map of IIXi onto x;
Thus by theorem D of PERVIN [8], (Xk , f!Pk , 2 k ) is connected for each k.
Conversely, suppose (Xi, .OJi , 2;) is connected for each i. We first prove
that if XO is a fixed point of IIXi, and if x~n) is a point of IIXi differing
from X O in at most n coordinates, then xO and x~n) lie in a connected set.
The proof is by induction on n. The statement is clearly true for n= 1,
for if X O and X~1) differ in the k-th coordinate, the slice S(XO; k) through
XO parallel to X k will contain both points, and being homeomorphic to
X k , it is connected by theorem D of Pervin. Suppose now the statement
is true for all X?n-l)'
Let x~n) be any point differing from X O in at most n coordinates, Find
a X~n-l) that differs from X~nl in one coordinate.
As in the case n = 1, x~n) and x~n -1) lie in a connected subset O. Also
by the inductive hypothesis, xO and X~n-ll lie in a connected subset 0 1•
Since X?n-l) EO 0 n 01, 0 U 0 1 is connected by theorem E corollary 2 of
Pervin, and hence the result follows by induction.
Next, let A be the union of all connected subsets of IIXi containing xo.
10 Indagationes
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Then (A , 9 A , j! A) is connected by the above-men tioned resul t of Per vin.
F urthermo re,
A J D = {xix and XO differ in at most a finite number of coordinates},
and it is well -known that J) is dense in (I7Xi, .9') and in (I7X i , j! ). Thus
cl.9 D n cl~ D=I7X i.
Hence
which is connected by theorem E corollary 3 of P ervln. Hen ce result.
:t 7. THEOREM. If {(Xi, /!Jli , j!i)} is a family of non-empty bitopo-
logical spaces such that (!lX i, .9', j!) is K-(FHP-) pairwise compact, then
each (Xi, 9 i, j!i ) is K-(FHP-) pairwise compact.
P r oof : Pk: (IIX i, .9', j! )~ (Xk, .9k, j!k) is a continuous sur jection.
Thus if (IIX i, .9', j! ) is K-pairwise compact , it follows imm ediately by
lemma 2.7 of KIM [3], that (X k, .9 k, j!k) is K-pairwise compact.
If (IIXi, .9', j! ) is FHP-pairwise compact the resul t will follow once
we have shown that the continuous image of a FIJP-pairwise compact
bitopologica l space is F HP-pairwise compact. Suppose (X , r i . TZ) is FHP-
pairwise compact. Let f : (X , ri , TZ)~ (X* , Tl*, TZ*) he continuous and let
{Hi} be a pair wise open cover of f(X) in (X* , Tl " , TZ*). Th en {f-l(Hi)}
is a pairwise open cover of (X , T1, T2) , and so by the F HP -compactness
of (X, Tl , TZ) it follows that there is a finite subcover of X , say
{t-l(Hi1), . . . , f-l (Hin)}. The corresponding fa mily {HiI' . . . , Hin} t hen form s
the required finit e subcover of the {lIt}.
R EMARK. The converse to the above theorem, namely that " the
Cartes ian product of any family of pairwise compact bitopological spaces
is again pairwise compact" , would be a generalization of Tychonoff's
produ ct theorem . Thi s un for tunately is not the case as the following
example shows.
3.8. EXAMPLE. Let Xi (i = 1,2) be the reallinc. Let .9 i (i= 1,2) be
the t opology on Xi having as open base all sets of the form (- 00 , a) ,
a E Xi . Let j!i (i = 1, 2) be the t opology on X i havin g as open base all sets
of the form (a, oo), a E X i. Then (Xi, .9'i , j!il is F H P -pairwise compact
(hence K -pairwise compact) for i= 1, 2. The product topology.9' generated
by .9'1 and .9'z has as a base all sets of the form U x V , U E 9 1, V E &2.
Similarly the product topology j! generated by j!1, and j!z has as a base
all sets of the form U x V , U E j!l, V E j!z.
Clearly (X l x X 2 , 9, j! ) is not K-pairwise compact since the 9 -closed
set Xl x X z - {(- 00 , n ) x ( - 00 , n)} is not j! -compact . He nce (Xl x X 2 ,
&, j! ) is also not FHP-pairwise compact. This fact may also be observed
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pireetl y by noting that the pa irwise open cover
00 00{U (- 00 , n ) x (- 00, n )} U {U ( -n, (0) x (-n, oo)} of
n=1 71= 1
(X , ,9 , 2 ) has no finite subcover.
4. An alterna tive definition for comp actn ess of (X , &, 2)
Tychonoff's theorem for bitopological space s may be obtained by
strengthening the requirement for compactness in the bitopological sense,
4.1. D EFINITION. Let (X , ,9, 2 ) be a bitopological space. A cover
iW of X is called & 2 -open if qt C & u 2 . (X , .9 , 2 ) is said to be compact
if every &2 -open cover of X has a finite subcover.
It is immediat ely clear t ha t if (X, f!IJ , 2 ) is compact in the above sense,
it is PIlP -pairwise compact , and hence K-pairwise compact. Furthermore
it follows immediately that if (X , f!IJ , 2) is compact then (X, f!IJ) and
(X, 2 ) arc both compact. Now it was proved by F LETCHER, HOYLE and
P ATTY [2] that if (X , .9' ) an d (X , 2 ) are both compact and if (X , & , 2 )
is pairwise Hausdorff, then .9' = 2 . Thus if (X, f!IJ, 2 ) is pairwise Hausdorff
and compact it follows t hat .9' = 2 , which is a disadvantage of the above
definit ion of compactness.
Howeve r, the ab ove req uirement for compactness of (X, &,2) is not
equ ivalent to compactness for (X , .9') and (X,2) as the example belo w
shows.
4.2 . EXAMPLE. Let
X = [0,1],
/!Jl = {0, X} U {[O, b)lb E [0, I ]},
2={0, X, {In.
Then (X , .9') and (X , 2 ) are both compact . However, (X, tYJ , 2 ) is not
compact:
Consider the following :?l'2 -open cover (§ for X,
(§ = {[O, b)lb E [0, I)} U {{In.
Suppose t here ex ists a finite subfamily of (§ which covel'S X . This is
equivalent to supposing t hat there is a subfamily
{[O, br)!r= 1, 2, . . . , n} of nO, b)lb E [0, I) }
to cover [0, 1).
Now each b, satisfies that 0 <,b; < I so that
m= max {bi> b2, .. . , bn } satisfies O< m < 1,
and
m rf= u n O, br)lr = 1, 2, ... , n} .
Thus (X, 9 , 2 ) is not compact.
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On looking more carefully at the above definit ion of compactness for
(X, fYJ, ~) it is seen that it is in fact equivalent to requiring compactness
for X relative to the least upper bound (l.n.b.) topology r generated by
fYJ and ~. This follows since the set
is an open subbase for the l.u.b . t opology r , and the Alexander subbase
lemma applies.
4.3. THEOREM. The Cartesian product (llXi , fYJ, ~) of a non-empty
famil y {(X i, fYJi , .82i )} of compact bitopological spaces is aga in compact .
Proof : Let it denote t he l.u.b. topology generated by fYJt and ~i
and r the l.u.b. topology generated by fYJ and ~ . Since (X i , ii ) is compact
for each i it follows that (IIXt , i O) is compact, where i O is the Car tes ian
product topology generated by t he i t. The proof is completed by noting
that TO is precisely the 1u.b. topology generated by fYJ and ~. Thus i O=i
and the result follows by the Alexander subbase lemma.
Finally we give an embedding theorem.
4.4 . DEFINl'fION. A bitopological space (X, fYJ,~) can be embedded
as a subspace in a bitopological space (X*, fYJ* , ~* ) if (X , fYJ, ~) is homeo-
morphic to a subspace of (X*, fYJ*, ~*).
4.5. THEOREM. Every bitopological space (X, fYJ, ~) can be embedded
as a subspace in a compact bitopologica l space (Xoo , ,OJ00' ~oo) where
Xoo=X U {oo}, 00 if: X .
Proof: Let 00 be any obj ect not in X and put Xoo=X U {oo}. Con-
struct two topologies fYJ00 and ~oo on X oo as follows:
UEfYJoo if (i) U E fYJ
or (ii) U = V U {oo}, X - V is compact and .OJ-closed.
Similarly for ~oo'
It is easy to verify that :?)J00 and ~oo are topologies on X oo, and that
the relative topologies fYJ '00 ' ~'00 induced by these on X are precise ly
fYJ and s. Thus (X, fYJ, ~ ) is homeomorphi c to (X , .9 '00' .Q'oo) which in
t urn is a subspace of (Xoo, .9 00 ' ~oo) '
Let {Ut} be any :?)Joo~oo-open cover of X oo' There exists at least one
U, containing 00, say 00 E Uto' Then
Uto= V U {oo} where X - V is compact.
Clearly {Ut n X} is a fYJ~-open cover of X -V, and since X-V is compact
there exists a finite subcover
UtI n X, ... , Ui; n X of X-V.
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Th us UtI' U t2, . . . , U tn together with Uto form a finite 9'""j,!",,-open cover
of X eo '
Hen ce (Xeo ' 9'"", j,!",, ) is compact.
University of the Witwatersrand ,
J ohannesburg, South Africa
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